S96

StarLine S96 is a professional OEM super-upgrade CAN-BUS vehicle security system with 2CAN/2LIN,
BluetoothSmart, and GSM interfaces. Designed for the contemporary user, who does not want any
additional aftermarket fobs; the system is fully integrated with the vehicle’s factory fob and provides
additional owner authentication options via smartphone, smart BT tag, and/or PIN code entered on dash
buttons (any or all).
In addition to the factory key, the system can be controlled via ‘StarLine GSM Telematics’ free
smartphone app. for Apple iOS, Android, & Windows Phone; voice and text commands; smartwatch;
and online via browser.
StarLine S96 can be upgraded with a GPS-GLONASS receiver for a full ‘Connected Car’ package with free
lifetime subscription to high-precision tracking and monitoring satellite services; see:
www.starline.online.

Join #ConnectedCarsUK with StarLine’s GSM/GPS-GLONASS advanced
automotive telematics. Control your vehicle’s security and comfort features from
anywhere in the world, receive security breach notifications and status updates to
your smartphone, view event histories, track the vehicle on a live-map 24/7, set
geofences, use SmartDriving™ and SmartDiagnostics™ services, and lots more!

# StarLineUK

StarLine offers multilayer protection and will safeguard against all known methods of theft,
including (but not limited to):






Carjacking
Keyless Entry System hacking
(relay attack)
Code interception
Controlled Area Network shutdown






Physical key theft
Key cloning via OBD-II
Towing, jacking-up
(catalytic converter theft)
GSM signal jamming

Smart Owner Authentication
The system will identify its owner and remove
driving prohibition via one or several chosen
methods: smartphone, BT smart tag, and/or a
PIN code on OEM dash buttons.

Smart Engine Immobilisation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Digital-iCan™ (via CAN-BUS)
Standard-Analogue (via 12V relay)
Wireless-Analogue (via R6/R6ECO relays)
Coded-Analogue (via R4 relay)

Smart Engine Remote Start
Start / stop your vehicle’s engine remotely via
CAN-BUS with StarLine iKey™ keyless
transponder bypass technology. Check your
vehicle’s iKey compatibility at can.starline.ru.

FlexibleLogic™ algorithms allow StarLine-approved technicians to implements bespoke
solutions for individually-tailored features, considering any particular vehicle’s inherent
vulnerabilities and the owner’s unique security and comfort needs.

Interfaces: 2xCAN, 2xLIN, BluetoothSmart, microUSB,
GSM, GPS-GLONASS (optional).
Architecture:  Monoboard |  Modular
Owner authentication: Personal smartphone, PIN code
on OEM dash buttons, StarLine smart tag.
(any combination of the above).
System control: OEM fob, StarLine smart tag, StarLine
GSM Telematics mobile app., smartwatch, browser, voice
call, text message.
Engine immobilisation: CAN-BUS, standard analogue,
coded analogue, wireless analogue.

Learn more about StarLine’s professional automotive security solutions at:

www.starlinesystems.co.uk

